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ABSTRACT

Despite the central role of group II introns in eukaryotic gene expression and their importance as biophysical and evolutionary
model systems, group II intron tertiary structure is not well understood. In order to characterize the architectural organization
of intron ai5g, we incorporated the photoreactive nucleotides s4U and s6dG at specific locations within the intron core and
monitored the formation of cross-links in folded complexes. The resulting data reveal the locations for many of the most
conserved, catalytically important regions of the intron (i.e., the J2/3 linker region, the IC1(i-ii) bulge in domain 1, the bulge of
D5, and the 59-splice site), showing that all of these elements are closely colocalized. In addition, we show by nucleotide analog
interference mapping (NAIM) that a specific functional group in J2/3 plays a role in first-step catalysis, which is consistent with
its apparent proximity to other first-step components. These results extend our understanding of active-site architecture during
the first step of group II intron self-splicing and they provide a structural basis for spliceosomal comparison.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-splicing group II introns are a class of genetic elements
that are commonly found within intergenic regions of
prokaryotes as well as in the organelles of yeast, algae, and
plants (Bonen and Vogel 2001; Lehmann and Schmidt
2003). These elements often reside within critical genes of
these organisms, so that their splicing is essential for host
viability (Lehmann and Schmidt 2003; Pyle and Lambowitz
2006). Group II introns can also reverse-splice, allowing
them to behave as mobile genetic elements (Pyle and
Lambowitz 2006). Phylogenetically, group II introns can
be subdivided into three subfamilies, IIA, IIB, and IIC,
although the majority of biochemical and structural studies
have focused on the IIB class (Toor et al. 2001; Toro 2003).
Here, we focus on the ai5g group IIB intron from
Saccharomyces cerevisae, which has been extensively charac-
terized by genetics, biochemistry, and biophysical analysis
(Lehmann and Schmidt 2003; Pyle and Lambowitz 2006).

All group II introns share a common secondary struc-
tural organization of six domains (D1–D6) as well as a
common mechanism characterized by two consecutive
transesterification reactions that result in intron removal
and exon ligation (Michel et al. 1989; Pyle and Lambowitz
2006). Domains 1 (D1) and 5 (D5) are the only elements
that are absolutely essential for minimal catalytic activity
of the intron (Koch et al. 1992; Michels and Pyle 1995).
Domain 6 (D6) is necessary for the branching pathway,
whereby a bulged adenosine is utilized as the nucleophile
that attacks the 59-splice site (Lehmann and Schmidt 2003).
However, group II introns can also undergo an alternative
hydrolysis pathway, both in vivo and in vitro, in which a
water molecule serves as the nucleophile during the first
step of splicing (Peebles et al. 1987; Jarrell et al. 1988b;
Daniels et al. 1996; Podar et al. 1998a).

Despite the importance of group II introns in biology
(Pyle and Lambowitz 2006), information on their three-
dimensional structures is limited. A lack of sequence con-
servation and phylogenetic covariations have hindered
attempts to predict major architectural features of the
intron. Furthermore, in the absence of high-resolution
structural information, the spatial organization of critical
active-site regions and their role in catalysis has remained
difficult to understand. Despite these challenges, numerous
studies have defined the approximate position and function
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of specific intronic regions, such as the highly conserved
domain 5 (D5) (for reviews, see Lehmann and Schmidt
2003; Pyle and Lambowitz 2006). The relative spatial
orientation of these motifs has been established and
three-dimensional models of group II introns have been
constructed (Costa et al. 2000; Noah and Lambowitz 2003;
de Lencastre et al. 2005). These efforts were greatly
facilitated by the identification of docking receptors for
the group II intron branch site and the 39-splice site (de
Lencastre et al. 2005; Hamill and Pyle 2006). However, sim-
ilarly detailed information about 59-splice site orientation
has been lacking.

Intronic nucleotides immediately downstream from the
59-splice site are highly conserved and have been demon-
strated by genetic and chemogenetic methods to be
essential for splice-site selection and catalytic function
(Michel et al. 1989; Jacquier and Michel 1990; Chanfreau
and Jacquier 1994; Boudvillain and Pyle 1998; Boudvillain
et al. 2000). Nucleotide analog interference mapping
(NAIM) and nucleotide analog interference suppression
(NAIS) have shown that several of these residues are key
active-site components (Boudvillain and Pyle 1998;
Boudvillain et al. 2000). In many cases, every nucleotide
functional group, including phosphate moieties, the sugar
backbone, as well as atoms in both the minor and the
major grooves, contribute to reactivity (Boudvillain and
Pyle 1998). These findings indicate that the 59 terminus of
the intron participates in a complex network of interactions
that mediate both steps of splicing.

Nonetheless, there is limited information about the
tertiary contacts that are made by these nucleotides. The
first nucleotide of the intron (G1) has been proposed
to pair with the penultimate nucleotide of the intron
(Chanfreau and Jacquier 1993). However, this interaction
has only been proposed to occur during the second step of
splicing; the role of G1 during the first step has remained
elusive (Chanfreau and Jacquier 1993). Similarly, the third
and fourth nucleotides of the intron have been shown to
form a tandem set of Watson–Crick pairing interactions
with other nucleotides in D1 (e–e9) (Michel et al. 1989;
Jacquier and Michel 1990). However, the clear importance
of additional functional groups on these nucleotides sug-
gests that they participate in additional contacts as part
of a more elaborate substructure (Jacquier and Michel
1990; Boudvillain and Pyle 1998).

Many studies have demonstrated the central importance
of nucleotides in D5 (Chanfreau and Jacquier 1994; Peebles
et al. 1995; Abramovitz et al. 1996; Boudvillain et al. 2000).
A remaining mystery, however, is the role of functionalities
in the essential 2-nucleotide (nt) bulge that separates the
upper and lower stems of the D5 hairpin. Although only
semiconserved (59Ay), the bulge cannot be deleted without
complete loss of catalytic activity, and backbone functional
groups in this region are essential for function (Chanfreau
and Jacquier 1994; Abramovitz et al. 1996; Schmidt et al.

1996; Boudvillain and Pyle 1998). For instance, a single
sulfur substitution of the nonbridging Rp oxygen on C839
in ai5g eliminates all chemical reactivity (Chanfreau and
Jacquier 1994; Boudvillain and Pyle 1998). Importantly, the
bulge has been strongly implicated in metal binding (Sigel
et al. 2000; Gordon and Piccirilli 2001; Seetharaman et al.
2006), which is particularly interesting given that a similar
bulge structure within the spliceosomal U2/U6 pairing
also binds metals that are required for function (Yean
et al. 2000). Despite its clear importance, the local confor-
mation and tertiary structural arrangement of the D5 bulge
region is not well understood. Crystal and NMR structures
of D5 display markedly different conformations and
the spatial location of the bulge within the group II core
is unclear (Zhang and Doudna 2002; Sigel et al. 2004;
Seetharaman et al. 2006). In addition, recent NMR studies
of D5 in complex with D123 indicate that D5 bulge nucleo-
tides change conformation upon D123 binding, suggesting
that the organization of the bulge nucleotides may remain
disordered until binding to a docking site (Gumbs et al.
2006; Seetharaman et al. 2006). It is, therefore, of critical
importance to ascertain structural information about the
tertiary location of these nucleotides in the context of the
catalytically competent ribozyme.

In this study, we present a network of site-directed
cross-links that reveal the proximity of three catalytically
essential and conserved regions of the group II intron: the
59 terminus of D1, the bulge of D5, and J2/3. The specific
pattern of these photo-cross-links allows us to predict the
spatial arrangement of these regions with respect to each
other and to other core structural elements. In a comple-
mentary analysis, we use NAIM to identify critical atoms
for the function of J2/3, thereby implicating the N7 group
of G588 as specifically important for the first step of
splicing. These results provide direct evidence that con-
served and catalytically important residues in the D5 bulge
and in J2/3 are proximal to the 59-splice site, suggesting
that they play a direct role in active-site assembly and/or
catalysis.

RESULTS

Cross-links from the 59 end of Domain 1

To investigate the tertiary organization of active-site con-
stituents near the 59-splice site, a group II intron construct
was engineered to allow the incorporation of single-atom
modifications at the 59 terminus of the intron (Fig. 1).
Using splinted ligation (Moore and Sharp 1992), a syn-
thetic oligonucleotide that consists of a short 59 exon
and the first 14 nt of the intron (26!14) was joined to a
truncated D135 transcript (D135-14). The resulting 611-nt
molecule (26D135) contains all of the nucleotides that are
important for the first step of splicing, such as a 59exon that
bears IBS1 and IBS2, an intact Domain 1, intact junction
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regions, a hairpin replacement of D2 that preserves the
u–u9 interaction, as well as Domains 3 and 5 (Fig. 1). When
incubated in reaction buffer (0.5M KCl, 0.1M MgCl2 at
pH 7.5, at 42°C), 26D135 releases its 59 exon, thereby un-
dergoing the first step of splicing through hydrolysis
(Podar et al. 1995b). To ensure that the synthesis and liga-
tion steps did not damage the molecule, reactivity of a
ligated 26D135 was compared with that of a contiguous
transcript of the same sequence and length. Activity was
found to be unaffected by the semisynthetic procedures (kobs
for transcribed and ligated 26D135 were (6.8 6 0.2)3 10"2

min"1 and (5.8 6 0.3)3 10"2 min"1, respectively; ampli-
tudes (i.e., reaction extents) for transcribed and ligated
26D123 were 94% (63.2) and 88% (61.0), respectively.

This semisynthetic scheme was utilized to prepare a large
family of photoactivatable constructs for probing the
tertiary structure near the 59-splice site (59ss). Six different

26!14 oligonucleotides were synthesized,
each bearing the short-range cross-
linkable analog 4-thiouridine (s4U) or
6-thiodeoxyguanosine (s6dG) at a spe-
cific, single-site location (Fig. 1). Ligation
of these oligonucleotides to D135-14
allowed us to probe the spatial location
of intron nucleotides 1–6. To ensure
that the modified nucleotides did not
intrinsically impair reactivity of the
intron, all ligated molecules were tested
for their ability to complete the first
step of splicing (data not shown). We
observed that all substituted mole-
cules were reactive. One substitution
(C4:s4U4) caused a reduction in the
rate constant for the first-step hydroly-
sis reaction (data not shown), which
may reflect a loss of stability for the
predicted base pair between C4 and
G116 (Jacquier and Michel 1990), or it
may reflect the loss of an unidentified
tertiary interaction.

Cross-link formation
is Mg++ dependent

When analyzed by PAGE, it was clear
that UV-irradiated 26D135 molecules
form several species with an electropho-
retic mobility that is significantly slower
than the 59-labeled starting material
(Fig. 2). The low-mobility product spe-
cies were observed only when a cross-
linkable analog was incorporated into
26D135 and only in the presence of
Mg++ (Fig. 2A), which is essential for
proper folding of the molecule (Qin and

Pyle 1997; Swisher et al. 2002). Although the pattern and
intensity of observed cross-links depended on the location
of the cross-linkable analog, the cross-linked species could
be classified into three major groups—cross-links a, b, and
c—according to their electrophoretic mobility on denatur-
ing PAGE (Fig. 2). An additional cross-link (Fig. 2B, cross-
link d), which was observed with only one of the analogs,
could not be mapped despite numerous attempts and,
therefore, was not further characterized. Using primers
complementary to different parts of the intron and RT
primer extension analysis, the locations of all remaining
cross-links were identified.

The magnesium dependence of cross-link formation is
consistent with proper folding of the intron core structure.
However, catalytic reactivity of the cross-linked species
would provide further evidence that they represent bio-
logically relevant forms of the ai5g intron. To this end,

FIGURE 1. Incorporation of photo cross-linkable analogs near the 59-splice site of a group II
intron ribozyme. (A) A group II intron ribozyme bearing domains 1, 3, and 5 (D135), but
lacking the first 14 nt of the intron, was ligated via a DNA splint (thick black line) to a
synthetic oligonucleotide (26!14) containing 26 nt of the 59 exon and 14 nt of D1 to
reconstitute a semisynthetic 26D135 ribozyme. Ligation site is indicated by an asterisk (*). (B)
Sequence of 26!14 oligonucleotides containing site-specifically incorporated cross-linkable
analogs s6dG (boxes) and s4U (underlined) at the indicated positions.

Group II intron active-site organization
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cross-linked RNAs were suspended in reaction buffer and
the release of 59-exon was monitored (Fig. 3). We observe
that the cross-linked species are capable of undergoing the
first step of splicing (Fig. 3B; data not shown), which
indicates that the cross-links do not interfere with catalytic
function, and that the cross-linked RNA represents a
properly folded form of the intron.

Mapping of cross-links

Sites of cross-linking between photoreactive nucleotides in
26D135 and other regions of the intron were mapped by
reverse-transcription (Fig. 4; Table 1). This analysis indi-
cates that the 59 terminus of the intron is in close proximity
to three major areas of the intron—the e9/l loop of the c1
stem in D1, highly conserved nucleotides in J2/3, and
specific regions of D5. All three regions have been pre-
viously implicated in catalysis, which is consistent with
their close proximity in three-dimensional space.

The first major cluster of cross-links involves an asym-
metric loop in D1c1 that spans nucleotides 114–117. This
region harbors nucleotides that have been proposed, on the
basis of phylogenetic and biochemical evidence, to form the
e–e9 interaction (Jacquier and Michel 1990) and the l–l9
interaction (Boudvillain et al. 2000). It also contains
nucleotide A114, which is highly conserved but has an
undetermined function (Michel et al. 1989). When nucleo-
tide C4 is substituted with s4U (s4U4), it forms cross-links
with A114, A115, and G116, whereas an s6dG substitution
at G3 (s6dG3) forms cross-links with A114 and C117

(Fig. 4). No other cross-links are found to cause RT stops
in this region (data not shown), indicating that the cluster
of cross-links is specific to cross-link c from s6dG3 and
s4U4. The observation of cross-links from nucleotides 3 and
4 to nucleotides in D1c1, together with the striking polarity
of their formation, is consistent with the proposed e–e9
interaction involving the C4-G116 and G3-C117 base pairs
(Jacquier and Michel 1990), and it represents direct
structural evidence that these nucleotides are indeed
proximal in space.

The second major target of cross-linking from photo-
activated nucleotides at the 59-splice site is the linker
between domains 2 and 3 (J2/3), which contains two highly
conserved nucleotides, A587 and G588, which are impor-
tant for the catalysis of splicing (Jacquier and Michel 1990;
Ho Faix 1998; Mikheeva et al. 2000). Specifically, cross-
links in set b from s6dG3, s4U4, s6dG5, and s6dG6 were
mapped to the J2/3 region (Fig. 4B). The s6dG3 forms a
weak cross-link to G588 (Fig. 4B, lane 3), s6dG5 cross-links
weakly to A586 (Fig. 4B, lane 6), and s6dG6 forms a strong
cross-link to G588 (Fig. 4B, lane 5). In addition, s4U4 is
found to cross-link strongly to A587 and moderately to
G588 (Fig. 4B, lane 4). This pattern of cross-links demon-
strates that catalytically important residues near the 59ss

FIGURE 2. Cross-links from the 59 end of D1. (A) A 59 32P-labeled
26D135 containing a s6dG analog at the first nucleotide of the intron
forms a cross-link upon exposure to UV light (366 nm) after
preincubation in reaction conditions (0.5 M KCl, 0.1 M MgCl2,
42°C, 15 min) (lane 1). The cross-link is dependent on Mg++ (lane 2),
as well as on the presence of the cross-linking analog (lanes 3,4). (B)
Cross-links formed by 26D135 containing s6dG3, s4U4, s6dG6, or
s6dG5. Cross-links are annotated (a, b, and c) according to their
relative electrophoretic mobility and were subsequently mapped by
reverse transcription. Band d could not be mapped and was not
characterized further.

FIGURE 3. Activity of the cross-linked species. (A) The scheme for
testing cross-link activity. Isolated cross-linked material (denoted by
‘‘XL’’) was incubated in standard reaction conditions (0.5 M KCl,
0.1 M MgCl2, 42°C), and the release of 59 end-labeled 59 exon was
monitored. (B) Gel showing the appearance of the 59 32P-labeled 26-nt
59 exon (indicated by arrow, *26[59-exon]) when an s6dG1 cross-link
is incubated under hydrolysis reaction conditions (lanes 3,4). The
minor bands in lanes 3 and 4 represent copurifying cross-links. A 59
end-labeled wt 26D135 control shows similar reactivity (lanes 1,2).
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and in J2/3 are very close in space and suggests a specific
orientation for their interaction.

The third major target of cross-linking from the 59-splice
site are specific residues in D5, which are represented by
cross-link group a (Fig. 4C,D). Specifically, s6dG1 forms a
strong cross-link to position U814 (Fig. 4C), the nucleotide
immediately preceding the universally conserved AGC
‘‘triad’’ of D5. In addition, the strong cross-links from
s4U4 and s6dG6 map to A838 in the bulge of D5 (Fig. 4D).
This catalytically important nucleotide is essential for
splicing: modifications to its 29OH (Abramovitz et al.
1996; Boudvillain and Pyle 1998), and to its nonbridging
phosphate atoms (Chanfreau and Jacquier 1994; Boudvillain
and Pyle 1998; Gordon and Piccirilli 2001) cause major
defects in catalytic function. The observation of proximity
between A838 and nucleotides C4 and G6 provides direct
evidence for the location of this crucial nucleotide in
relation to the tertiary structure of the group II intron.

Cross-links from photoactivated nucleotides
in the bulge of Domain 5

In order to further explore the proximity of catalytically
essential elements and to corroborate the initial cross-

linking data, we engineered an additional system whereby
cross-linking analogs were placed in the opposite end of the
molecule, within Domain 5 (D5). D5 molecules were
synthesized with s4U and s6dG6 analogs in the bulge of
D5, and then incubated with a transcript, exD123, which
contains the 59 exon as well as domains 1, 2, and 3. This
trans system has been extensively utilized as a model sys-
tem for quantitative analysis of the first step of group II
intron splicing, whereby D5 catalyzes hydrolytic cleavage of
exD123 with release of 59 exon (Jarrell et al. 1988a; Franzen
et al. 1993; Pyle and Green 1994).

Synthetic D5 molecules containing photoreactive
nucleotides were all catalytically active, although s6dG
modification at position 838 caused significant reduction
in activity (15-fold reduction in kobs), which is consistent
with previous work on the importance of the 29OH at this
position (Abramovitz et al. 1996). D5 molecules containing
a s6dG analog at nucleotide 838 or a s4U analog at 839
formed strong cross-links with exD123 (Fig. 5). As in the
previous case, cross-link formation depended on the pres-
ence of Mg++ and a photo-cross-linkable analog (Fig. 5C).

Reactivity of the cross-linked species was assessed by
monitoring release of 59 exon. Cross-links involving nucleo-
tide 839 were fully competent for hydrolysis (data not
shown). However, there was no detectable reactivity by
cross-linked species involving nucleotide 838 (data not

FIGURE 4. Mapping of cross-links by reverse transcription primer
extension. Cross-links are indicated by an asterisk (*). They were
identified by the appearance of an RT stop 1 nt downstream from the
corresponding position in a sequencing lane (see Materials and
Methods). A, G, C, and U indicate dideoxy sequencing lanes. Non-
irradiated precursor ‘‘pre’’ was used as a control to detect natural RT
stops. Cross-linked species (i.e., a, b, and c) are designated as in Figure
2. (A) Cross-link c from s4U4 (lane 1) and s6dG3 (lane 2) to the e9/l
region in D1. Precursor (pre) molecules of s6dG3 and s4U4 (lanes 3,4)
are the non-UV irradiated controls for natural RT stops. (B) Mapping
of cross-link b identifies cross-links from s6dG3, s4U4, s6dG6, and
s6dG5 to the J2/3 region of the intron (note: lane 3 has been contrast
enhanced to show band). (C) Cross-link a from s6dG1 to U814 near
D5. (D) Cross-link a from s4U4 and s6dG6 to A838 in the bulge of D5.

TABLE 1. Summary of cross-linking results

s4U or s6dG
Target

StrengthPosition Cross-link Region

1 814 D5 +++a

1 588 J2/3 ++
2 814 D5 +
3 114 D1-c1 ++
3 117 D1-c1 ++
3 588 J2/3 +
4 114 D1-c1 +++
4 115 D1-c1 +++
4 116 D1-c1 +++
4 587 J2/3 +++a

4 588 J2/3 ++
4 838 D5 +++a

5 585 J2/3 +
5 586 J2/3 +
6 588 J2/3 +++a

6 838 D5 +++a

838 5 D1 +++a

839 588 J2/3 +++a

Cross-linking strength was determined by the relative intensity of
the RT stop at the indicated nucleotide compared with the intensity
of the natural RT stop at the same nucleotide for a sample that was
not UV irradiated.
aConstraints derived from preliminary information on these cross-
links contributed to a previous report on the group II intron tertiary
structure (de Lencastre et al. 2005).
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shown), which probably reflects the importance of the
29OH moiety at that position and possible constraints on
local conformation.

Mapping the spatial location of the D5 bulge

Cross-links from the bulge of D5 were mapped by RT
primer extension, using primers complementary to
exD123. The D5 variant containing s6dG838 formed a
single, strong cross-link to position G5 of the intron (Fig.
6A), while D5 modified with s4U839 formed a strong cross-
link to position G588 in the J2/3 linker (Fig. 6B). The
proximity of A838 to G5 confirms that the D5 bulge is
in close proximity to specific catalytic nucleotides near
the 59-splice site, which is consistent with the observation
of cross-links from nucleotides 4 and 6 to A838 in the
reverse experiment. The strong cross-link from 839 to
G588 establishes another node in the tertiary arrangement
of these regions: it demonstrates that the bulge of D5 is also

in proximity of J2/3. The observation of
a proximity constraint from D5 to J2/3
is consistent with previous work show-
ing that J2/3 forms robust photo cross-
links with D5 molecules that have been
randomly substituted with s4U (Podar
et al. 1998b). Together with the obser-
vation of cross-links from a photoacti-
vated 59-splice site to J2/3 and to the D5
bulge, these findings clearly indicate
that three catalytically essential regions,
i.e., the 59 end of D1, J2/3, and D5 are in
close proximity within the active archi-
tecture of the intron (within 9 Å). The
specific pattern and differential arrange-
ment of these cross-links allows us to
place the bulge of D5 in its proper
context within the active site.

The results reported here are in
accord with previous studies in which
cross-linkers placed in D6 and the 39
exon were used to visualize the organi-
zation of the intron active site (de
Lencastre et al. 2005). These constraints,
together with preliminary data on 59-
splice site and D5 cross-links (see Sup-
plemental material; de Lencastre et al.
2005) enabled us to model a tertiary
structure of the intron that is fully
consistent with the analysis reported
herein.

A functional role for the major
groove atoms of G588 in J2/3

The cross-linking data are consistent
with close proximity between nucleotide G588 in J2/3
and other active-site elements in the group II intron. Given
the number of constraints that link catalytic elements with
G588, we sought to further characterize the role of this
nucleotide. In addition, it was important to determine
whether the observed cross-links reflect functional inter-
actions that are biologically relevant. To identify the
functional groups that are important for catalytic function
of G588, we employed NAIM (Conrad et al. 1995; Strobel
and Shetty 1997). This technique allows one to probe the
role of specific functional groups on all nucleotides of a
given molecule without the laborious, and often impossible
task of incorporating single-atom mutations. The approach
was particularly useful for studying the J2/3 region, which
is located in the middle of the intron and is therefore not
highly amenable to semisynthetic procedures. We chose to
probe major groove, minor groove, and sugar phosphate
backbone functional groups for all guanosines in the ai5g
intron and focused specifically on the sensitivity of residues

FIGURE 5. Cross-linking from Domain 5. (A) The trans-hydrolysis system for monitoring the
association of Domain 5 with an RNA containing the 59 exon and domains 1, 2, and 3
(exD123) in a reaction that emulates the first step of splicing. (B) D5 oligonucleotides were
synthesized with photo cross-linkable analogs s4U (circle) and s6dG (box) at the indicated
positions. (C) 59 32P-labeled D5 oligonucleotides were preincubated with exD123 under trans-
hydrolysis reaction conditions before exposure to 366 nm light. Mg++-dependent cross-links
were observed for both D5 molecules containing cross-linkable analogs (lanes 1,3), but not for
a wild type D5 (lane 5).
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in J2/3. Transcription of exD123 was performed in the
presence of asGTP phosphorothioate analogs containing a
variety of different single-atom modifications. The deriva-
tives Guanosine-as (Gas), 29deoxyG-as (dGas), inosine-
as (Ias), and N7deazaG-as (N7dGas) were incorporated,
and the well-characterized trans-branching system was
used as the selection step for examining effects of these
analogs (Chin and Pyle 1995; Boudvillain and Pyle 1998;
Boudvillain et al. 2000). Analysis of the resultant products
reveals that N7dGas modification at position G588 has a
very significant impact on trans-branching activity (Fig. 7),
whereas other modifications, such as Gas, dGas, and Ias,
do not demonstrate noticeable effects (Fig. 7); Boudvillain
and Pyle 1998). This result provides direct functional
evidence that G588 plays a role during the first step of
splicing, which is consistent with its demonstrable spatial
proximity to elements near the 59-splice site. Notably, it is
the major groove N7 atom of G588 and not its minor
groove or sugar moiety that is most important for catalysis.
Taken together, our results demonstrate that the J2/3
region is both proximal to the 59-splice site and catalytically
relevant during the first step of splicing.

DISCUSSION

Identifying the spatial organization of group II intron
active-site constituents

In this study, we utilized photo cross-linking to identify
long-range tertiary interactions between catalytically essen-
tial and conserved regions of a group II intron (Fig. 8A).

The short-range photo-cross-linkers s4U and s6dG were
specifically incorporated near the 59-splice site as well as in
the internal bulge of Domain 5, and cross-linking forma-
tion was monitored in properly folded, catalytically active
molecules. The cross-linking results indicate close spatial
proximity of four major intronic regions (Fig. 8A,B), the
first several nucleotides of the intron that are immediately
downstream of the 59-splice site, an internal bulge within
the c1 stem of Domain 1, the conserved linker sequence
between domains 2 and 3 (J2/3), and specific regions of the
catalytically essential Domain 5. Importantly, most of these
regions had been previously identified as critical for
splicing and for catalytic activity of group II intron
ribozymes (Jacquier and Michel 1990; Chanfreau and
Jacquier 1994; Schmidt et al. 1996; Boudvillain and Pyle
1998; Boudvillain et al. 2000; Fedorova et al. 2003). The
cross-linking results demonstrate that essential nucleotides
in the 59 end of D1, in D5, and in J2/3 are spatially
colocalized in the vicinity of the 59-splice site, suggesting
that they comprise essential elements of the group II intron
active site.

Characterizing the interactions and active-site role
of the D5 bulge

The bulge substructure that separates the two helical stems
of D5 is a critical component of the group II intron
catalytic machinery and it bears structural and mechanistic
similarities to an analogous bulge within the spliceosomal
U2/U6 snRNA complex (Yean et al. 2000). The sequences
of these bulges are semiconserved in both group II introns

FIGURE 6. The D5 bulge cross-links to catalytically important
residues. Mapping of D5 cross-links by reverse transcription primer
extension. Cross-links are indicated by asterisks (*). (A) Nucleotide
838 in the D5 bulge cross-links to G5 near the 59 splice site. (B)
Nucleotide 839 in the D5 bulge cross-links to G588 in J2/3 linker
region.

FIGURE 7. Important functional groups on G588. Representative gel
(A) and quantitation (B) of NAIM in the J2/3 region of the group II
intron showing the specific N7dGaS interference effect at G588
(arrow). The labels ‘‘Pre’’ and ‘‘br’’ represent Precursor (input) and
branched (selected) material, respectively. The labels Gas, dGas, Ias,
and N7dGas denote exD123 transcripts containing phosphorothioate
guanosine analogs G-as, 29deoxyG-as, inosine-as, and N7deazaG-as,
which probe the roles of the phosphate, the sugar, the minor, and
major grooves of guanosine, respectively.

Group II intron active-site organization
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(59-Ay) and in U2/U6 (59-AU) and their
deletion abolishes activity (Madhani
et al. 1990; McPheeters 1996; Schmidt
et al. 1996). Despite their importance,
the active-site placement and catalytic
role of the bulge nucleotides is not
understood in either system. Here, we
report the spatial location of the D5
bulge in relation to other catalytically
important regions of the group II intron.
Specifically, we find that the D5 bulge is
proximal to two of the most conserved
and catalytically essential regions of the
group II intron: the nucleotides imme-
diately downstream of the 59-splice site
and a highly conserved section of J2/3,
indicating that these elements are prox-
imal to the 59-splice site during the first
step of splicing (Fig. 8B).

The data indicate that one nucleotide
in the D5 bulge (A838) is closely aligned
with the conserved fifth nucleotide of the
intron (G5), while the other bulge nucle-
otide (C839) is directed toward a differ-
ent intronic element, J2/3. Consistent
with this geometry, photoreactive groups
placed at the 59-splice site resulted in
strong cross-links from the fourth and
sixth nucleotides of the intron to A838,
but not to C839. This pattern of cross-
linking suggests that the bulge of D5 may
have a bifurcated character, whereby
A838 is oriented toward the 59 terminus
of the intron, while the major groove of
C839 is oriented toward J2/3.

The cross-linked species examined in
this study were shown to be catalytically
active, indicating that they reflect a
biologically relevant, active structure.
In addition, the results are consistent
with modeling studies in which each
nucleotide of the D5 bulge was
unstacked and pointing in a different
direction (de Lencastre et al. 2005). All
of these results suggest that the active
conformation of the intron involves a
D5 conformation in which A838 and
C839 are extrahelical, allowing them to
form contacts with the 59 end of D1 and
with nucleotides in J2/3, respectively.
These results indicate that the bulge is
an important element of the intron
active site and they suggest possible
parallels with analogous structures in
the spliceosome.

FIGURE 8. Three-dimensional organization of the IIB intron. (A) Diagram summarizing the
major cross-links observed in this study. Each cross-link donor (i.e., the incorporation site of a
photo cross-linkable nucleotide) is color-coded and the arrowhead represents the site of attack.
Straight lines indicate cross-links from the 59 end of D1, while curved lines represent cross-
links from the bulge of D5. (B) Active-site organization surrounding the 59-splice site. Color
scheme: 59-exon (magenta); 59 end of D1, including e (orange), D1-c1 region, including e9,
EBS1 (brown), Domain 5 (red), and J2/3 (blue). The first nucleotide of the intron (G1),
nucleotides of the D5 bulge, as well as A587 and G588 in J2/3 are highlighted in green. The data
in this figure were adapted from the group IIB structural model (de Lencastre et al. 2005), with
which all distance restraints reported here are fully consistent. Graphics were created using
Pymol (DeLano 2002).
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The stem–loop structure within the spliceosomal U2/U6
complex and Domain 5 of the group II intron share
many characteristics: they have similar secondary structures
and similar levels of phylogenetic conservation and muta-
tional sensitivity (for reviews, see Villa et al. 2002; Tycowski
et al. 2006, and references within). Indeed, it has been
shown that D5 from a group II intron can functionally
replace this structure within the alternative, U12-dependent
spliceosome (Shukla and Padgett 2002), which strongly
suggests that the active sites of both machineries are
structurally and mechanistically related. Consistent with
this notion, phosphorothioate substitution at both C839 in
the D5 bulge and the analogous U80 in spliceosomal U6
ablates catalysis in both systems (Fabrizio and Abelson
1992; Chanfreau and Jacquier 1994; Yu et al. 1995;
Boudvillain and Pyle 1998; Yean et al. 2000; Gordon and
Piccirilli 2001). Furthermore, the predicted secondary
structures of D5 and U2/U6 indicate that both bulged
nucleotides are spaced approximately the same distance (5
bp) from the highly conserved and catalytically essential
triad of nucleotides (59-AGC) that is located in the
first stem. Finally, consistent with our cross-links between
59 splice-site nucleotides and the D5 bulge, targeted hy-
droxyl radical experiments in activated spliceosomes have
demonstrated proximity between the 10th nucleotide of a
pre-mRNA and the bulge in the U6 ISL (Rhode et al. 2006).

Although these parallels are compelling, the active-site
location of the bulge nucleotides has been unclear in both
cases. In the spliceosome, a short-range cross-linker placed
at U80 was found to cross-link with a nonconserved region
of the pre-mRNA, and the relevance of this finding is
unknown (Ryan et al. 2004). In contrast, we show a very
strong, reproducible, and catalytically active cross-link
from C839 to the highly conserved G588 in J2/3. These
results suggest that, while spliceosomal U80 and group II
intron C839 may both provide an essential role for catalysis
through their phosphate backbones, the specific determi-
nants for how they dock within the active site may differ.
Alternatively, it may be that a spliceosomal counterpart
for J2/3 exists, but has not yet been identified. In the
spliceosomal case, this functionality might be provided by
either RNA or protein components.

Nucleotides near the 59-splice site interact
with critical regions of the intron

The sequence downstream of the 59-splice site in the group
II introns is strongly conserved (59-GNGYG) and bears
a strong resemblance to the equivalent spliceosomal pre-
mRNA sequence (59-GURUG) (Cech 1993). In the spliceo-
some, this sequence was shown, first by cross-linking and
later by genetics, to form a 2–3-bp intermolecular helix (59-
ss/U6) (Wassarman and Steitz 1992; Kandels-Lewis and
Seraphin 1993; Lesser and Guthrie 1993), which might
be analogous to the e–e9 interaction that has been described

in the group II introns (Michel et al. 1989; Jacquier and
Michel 1990). Our cross-linking results provide direct
confirmation of this e–e9 interaction. Short-range cross-
linkers placed at the third and fourth nucleotides of the
intron form strong, antiparallel cross-links to G116 and
C117 in the c1 stem of D1, consistent with their involve-
ment in the e–e9 interaction.

The similarities of these sequences in the spliceosome
and group II introns extend to their mutational sensitivity.
Mutations to nucleotides near the 59-splice site in the
spliceosome strongly inhibit splicing (Woolford 1989).
Similarly, both brute-force mutations as well as detailed
functional characterization by NAIM show that the 59 end
of D1 in group II introns is highly sensitive to a wide
variety of analog modifications in this region (Jacquier and
Michel 1990; Chanfreau and Jacquier 1993; Peebles et al.
1993; Padgett et al. 1994; Podar et al. 1995a; Boudvillain
and Pyle 1998; Boudvillain et al. 2000). The abundance and
diversity of NAIM effects observed in the 59 end of D1
suggests that this region coordinates a variety of long-
range, multipartite interactions in the group II intron.
Consistent with this, we find numerous long-range cross-
links between the 59 end of D1 and various regions of the
intron. Combining the information obtained from cross-
linking with previous studies allows us to propose a specific
structural architecture for these catalytically essential
regions and to discuss its functional implications.

One of the most critical nucleotides near the 59-splice
site is the highly conserved G5 adjacent to e–e9. Both
mutational and NAIM studies indicate that minor groove,
major groove, and sugar backbone functional groups of
G5 are important for function (Boudvillain and Pyle 1998;
Boudvillain et al. 2000). In the group II intron, NAIS
experiments have shown that G5 forms an extended minor
groove interaction, l–l9, which links the upper stem of D5
to D1, and the 59-splice site. Indeed, when l–l9 was first
identified, it was suggested that it might be part of a larger
network that extended into the D5 bulge (Boudvillain
et al. 2000), as shown here. The cross-linking results clearly
demonstrate that, in the group II intron, Domain 5 is
proximal to the 59-splice site, in support of the previously
identified l–l9 interaction. These results are further cor-
roborated by the fact that s6dG placed at 838 in the bulge of
D5 forms a strong, specific cross-link to G5, thereby
confirming proximity between G5 and the bulge of Domain
5. In addition, in the reverse experiment, cross-linkers
placed at nucleotides C4 and G6 near the 59-splice site both
cross-link to A838 in the D5 bulge. Thus, we provide
evidence from two different experiments, with cross-linkers
located at opposite ends of the molecule, that conclusively
demonstrates proximity between the 59-splice site and the
D5 bulge in an active form of the molecule.

In spliceosomal introns, a similarly conserved G is located
at the fifth position, raising the possibility of the existence
of an analogous l–l9 interaction in the spliceosome.

Group II intron active-site organization
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However, whereas G5 of group II introns forms a minor
groove triple that bridges three distinct regions of the
intron core, the spliceosomal G5 has only been shown, so
far, to form a short duplex that is comparable to e–e9 in the
group II intron. Such a short duplex is unlikely to be
independently stable and is likely to depend on other
interactions, perhaps necessitating protein stabilization or
an undiscovered l–l9-like partner, as proposed previously
(Boudvillain et al. 2000). It will therefore be very interesting
to test whether the U6 analog of A838 is also proximal to
G5, or to any other nucleotide in the spliceosomal sequence
downstream of the 59-splice site. Given that a test system
already exists in the form of the U12 spliceosome (Shukla
and Padgett 2002), a variety of different experimental ap-
proaches are possible for exploring this possibility.

G1: A novel role in the first step of splicing

Another important nucleotide at the 59-splice site is G1,
which is conserved and essential for both steps of splicing
(Chanfreau and Jacquier 1993; Peebles et al. 1993). During
the second step of splicing, G1 forms a noncanonical base
pair with the penultimate nucleotide of the intron, an
arrangement that resembles interactions between intronic
boundaries in pre-mRNA splicing (Chanfreau and Jacquier
1993). However, any role for G1 in the first step of splicing
has remained unclear. Its interaction with the penultimate
nucleotide is observed only during the second step of
splicing, which is implied by the fact that G1 mutations
cause first-step defects that are unaffected by compensatory
mutations in the penultimate nucleotide (Chanfreau and
Jacquier 1993). Given these findings, it is likely that a
hitherto unknown tertiary interaction involves G1 during
the first step of splicing.

Here, we show that a s6dG analog at the first position of
the intron cross-links efficiently with U814, which is the
linker nucleotide immediately upstream of D5. Indeed,
U814 is adjacent to the AGC ‘‘triad’’ of D5, which is among
the most conserved and catalytically important regions of
the intron (Chanfreau and Jacquier 1994; Boulanger et al.
1995; Peebles et al. 1995; Konforti et al. 1998a), and which
resembles a similar triad within the spliceosomal U6
snRNA (Madhani and Guthrie 1992; Hilliker and Staley
2004). The conservation and mutational sensitivity of the
AGC triad has long led to the expectation that it is a central
component of the intron active site. However, to date,
direct evidence for this hypothesis has been lacking. The
cross-linking data reported herein represents important
direct evidence of the proximity between the catalytic triad
and the 59-splice site.

Defining J2/3 as an active-site component

The purine-rich sequence (A/G)587 G588 A589 in J2/3 is
almost invariant among group II introns, suggesting that it

plays a critical role in function (Michel et al. 1989; Podar
et al. 1998b). Indeed, deletions of J2/3 have been shown to
considerably decrease the chemical-rate constants of both
hydrolysis and branching reactions, indicating that it plays
a fundamental role in catalysis (Fedorova et al. 2003).
Nonetheless, the role of these nucleotides in catalysis and
their location within the intron tertiary structure is not well
understood.

Previous studies have shown that mutations to A587,
G588, and A589 significantly impair the second step of
splicing (Jacquier and Michel 1990; Mikheeva et al. 2000).
On the basis of these studies, J2/3 has generally been
assumed to play a role only in the second step. However,
recent kinetic analyses have implicated an additional role
in the first step of splicing. Mutations to G588 and A589
have been shown to significantly affect the first step of
splicing, and the effects specifically impact catalysis and not
binding (Ho Faix 1998). In support of a first-step role for
J2/3, the structural data presented herein indicates that J2/3
is within the active site during the first step of catalysis. In
ribozyme constructs that recapitulate only the first step of
splicing, cross-links from nucleotides at the 59 terminus of
the intron and from the D5 bulge reproducibly target the
conserved residues of J2/3. In NAIM studies that were
designed to dissect the role of specific J2/3 functional
groups during the first step of splicing, we observed that
N7dG modification at G588, but not 29deoxy, inosine, or
Rp phosphorothioate, significantly impairs branching. This
suggests that the major groove edge of G588 plays a key role
within the intron active site, and that N7 has a specific
functional role during the first step of splicing. Given that
both J2/3 and C839 are strong and specific binding sites
for divalent metal ions (Sigel et al. 2000), it will be interest-
ing to determine whether their network of interactions is
mediated by magnesium ions and/or whether they play a
role in supporting metal ions that participate directly in
catalysis.

Given the central role of J2/3 in both the first and second
step of group II intron self-splicing, and a likely role for
these nucleotides in chemical catalysis, it is important to
consider the possible existence of a spliceosomal analog
for this substructure. Specifically, it may be valuable to
consider parallels between J2/3 and the conserved ACA
GAGA sequence of U6 in the spliceosome. The trinucleo-
tide A51G52A53 of U6 is highly conserved, like A587G588A589

of J2/3, and plays an important role in the second step
of splicing (Jacquier and Michel 1990; Madhani and
Guthrie 1994; Mikheeva et al. 2000). Structurally, it has
been shown that A51 in U6 cross-links to the second
nucleotide of the pre-mRNA (U2) near the 59-splice site
(Sontheimer and Steitz 1993), and genetic analysis indicates
that this interaction is specifically important during the
second step of splicing (Lesser and Guthrie 1993). Also
during the second step, nucleotide G52 forms a tertiary
interaction with A25 of U2, at the base of the U2/U6
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hairpin stem (Madhani and Guthrie 1994). These results
suggest a physical link between three spliceosomal regions:
the 59-splice site, the U2/U6 hairpin, and the A51G52A53

sequence. Similarly, we demonstrate in the group II intron
that the 59-splice site, the base of D5, and the AGA
sequence in J2/3 are all in proximity. The similar structural
disposition of these three regions in the spliceosome and in
the group II intron is striking. Indeed, our structural model
is quite similar to a model of the spliceosomal U2–U6
region comprising the pre-mRNA strand (with 59-splice
site), the ACAGAGA region, and the U6 ISL that is the
putative analog of Domain 5 (Sashital et al. 2004). A
detailed examination of a potential link between the
spliceosomal AGA and J2/3 in group II introns may
provide new insights into the relationship between group
II introns and the modern spliceosome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmids, templates, and RNA transcription

Plasmid pJDI39-673 (Jarrell et al. 1988a), kindly provided by Dr.
P.S. Perlman, encodes exD123 and was linearized by BamHI.
Plasmid pT7-D56 (Chin and Pyle 1995), encoding D56, was
linearized with DraI. Plasmid pexD135 (prepared by L.J. Su),
encoding exD135, was linearized with HindIII. This construct is a
variant of pQL71 (Swisher et al. 2001) containing a 293-nt-long 59
exon, D1, D3, and D5 as well as shortened hairpin-loop replace-
ments of D2 and D4. All plasmids were transcribed as previously
described (Pyle and Green 1994; Chin and Pyle 1995). Site-specific
modifications of the 59 of D1 were introduced by treating exD135
transcripts with a 46-nt DNAzyme that was targeted to cleave
between intron nucleotides G14 and U15, yielding RNA construct
D135-14. This truncated molecule was then covalently joined, via
template ligation (Moore and Sharp 1992), to a 40-nt synthetic
RNA oligonucleotide (26.14) that corresponds to the first 26 nt of
the 59 exon and 14 nt of the intron (59-UACUUACUACGUGGU
GGGACAUUUUCGAGCGGUCUGAAAG), yielding a fully func-
tional, semisynthetic 26D135 molecule.

Wild-type 26.14 and 34-mer D5 oligonucleotides were syn-
thesized on a DNA/RNA synthesizer (ABI 392), deprotected, and
purified according to published methods (Wincott et al. 1995).
Oligonucleotides containing the photoactivated analogs s4U or
s6dG (Glen Research) were obtained commercially (Dharmacon)
(s4U) or synthesized in-house (s6dG). Oligonucleotides containing
s4U and s6dG were deprotected according to the manufacturer’s
protocols, except that the base deprotection of s6dG-containing
oligonucleotides involved the use of 0.05 M b-mercaptoethanol
rather than 0.05 M NaSH. All steps of deprotection and oligonu-
cleotide handling were performed in the dark.

RNA ligation, ribozyme preparation

Synthetic 26.14 oligonucleotides were joined to D135-14 RNA via
template-directed ligation (Moore and Sharp 1992). Prior to
ligation, D135-14 was phosphorylated using ATP and T4 poly-
nucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs). The 59-phosphorylated
D135-14 was then ligated to 26.14 oligonucleotide using a 32-nt

DNA splint (59-GTAAATATTATTTATGATAACTTTCAGACCGC)
and T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs), resulting in a 26D135
ribozyme. Ligations were performed for 4 h at 30°C in a 150-mL
reaction volume using 20,000 U of T4 DNA ligase, 400 U of
RNAsin (Roche), and 13 T4 DNA ligase buffer (New England
Biolabs). Ligated RNAs were then isolated by 5% denaturing
PAGE. Ligations were efficient (z40%), and the final yield of
ligated construct relative to starting transcript averaged 10%–20%
after all purification steps.

Kinetics

To evaluate whether constructs retained the ability to undergo the
first step of splicing, 59 end-labeled exD135 or 26D135 molecules
(1–10 nM) were added to a buffer containing 0.5 M KCl, 80 mM
MOPS (pH 7.5) in 10 mL reaction volume. This solution was
heated at 95°C for 1 min and then allowed to fold for 5 min at
42°C. Reaction was initiated by the addition of 0.1 M MgCl2 (final
concentration). At selected time intervals, aliquots were with-
drawn and combined with 2 vol of quench buffer (95% formamide,
5 mM EDTA (pH 6.0), 0.1% of xylene cyanol and bromophenol
blue dyes) before placing on ice. Samples were loaded on 5%
PAGE and analyzed by PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences).
The data were fit to a simple exponential equation: frac (P) =
1 " e"kt, where P represents product, t is time, and k is the
observed rate constant (min"1).

Cross-linking

To monitor the evolution of cross-links from the 59 terminus of
D1, 75 pmols of 59 end-labeled 26D135 were dissolved in a buffer
of 80 mM MOPS (pH 7.5) and 0.5 M KCl. This solution was
heated at 95°C for 1 min, cooled at room temperature for 1 min,
and then combined with 0.1 M MgCl2 for a final reaction volume
of 10 mL. After incubating the 26D135 molecules for 5 min at
42°C, the samples were then transferred to a covered crystallog-
raphy tray (Hampton Research) and placed under a UV-light
source (Hand-held UV illuminator, model UVGL-58) set at
l=366 nm for 30 min. Cross-linked material was then separated
from precursor molecules and purified by denaturing PAGE.
To monitor the evolution of cross-links from D5, conditions

were similar to those described above. 59 end-labeled D5 (75 pmols)
and exD123 (5 mM) were denatured separately at 95°C for 1 min
and cooled at room temperature for 1 min in reaction buffer
containing in 0.5 M KCl and 80 mM MOPS (pH 7.5). They
were then combined and 0.1 M MgCl2 was added. The complex
was allowed to incubate for 15 min at 45°C before the samples
were irradiated and isolated as described above. All steps involving
cross-linkable material were performed in the dark.

Evaluating the reactivity of cross-linked
ribozyme molecules

The radiolabeled, cross-linked RNA products were eluted from
gel slices, ethanol precipitated, and resuspended in reaction
buffer (0.5 M KCl, 80 mM MOPS at pH 7.5). The samples were
then denatured at 95°C for 1 min, cooled at room temperature for
1 min, and then combined with 0.1 M MgCl2 for a final reaction
volume of 10 mL. Samples were then incubated at 42°C and
aliquots were withdrawn at selected time points and combined
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with 2 vol of quench buffer (95% formamide, 5 mM EDTA at pH
6.0, 0.1% of xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue dyes). Samples
were then subjected to electrophoresis on a 5%:20% (top:bottom)
stacked denaturing polyacrylamide gel in order to separate
reaction products and to observe release of the 26-nt 59 exon. As
a control, 59 end-labeled 26D135 (wt) was simultaneously tested.

RT mapping of cross-links

RT-AMV (Roche) was used to map the location of cross-links,
following standard RT mapping procedures (Stern et al. 1988;
Konforti et al. 1998b; Juzumiene et al. 2001). Several DNA
primers complementary to different regions of the RNA were
used to scan the entire intron. In this procedure, cross-linked
RNA species were resuspended in 20 mL of storage buffer (ME, pH
6.0) and 4 mL was aliquoted to each of five different RT reactions.
A total of 50 pmol of a 59 end-labeled DNA primer was added to
each RT reaction, and the mixture was denatured at 90°C for
1 min. The sample was then allowed to slow cool to 55°C and the
RT reaction was initiated by addition of 1X AMV-RT Reaction
Mix (Roche), 0.7 mM dNTP mix, 10 U of RNasin (Roche), and
6 U of RT-AMV (Roche) in a final reaction volume of 10 mL. For
dideoxy sequencing, separate RT reactions were performed on
unmodified 26D135 RNA in the presence of 0.05 mM of each
ddNTP. All RT reactions were allowed to proceed for 15 min at
55°C and were stopped by the addition of an equal volume of
urea/sucrose loading buffer. Prior to loading on an 8% sequencing
gel, samples were heated to 90°C for 1 min. All gels were dried and
analyzed on a PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences). The
location of a cross-link was determined by comparison to a dideoxy
sequencing pattern: a cross-link will cause the RT to stop one base
prior to the corresponding position on a dideoxy sequencing
ladder (Sanger et al. 1977). Nonirradiated precursor (pre) RNA
was used as a control for the presence of natural RT stops.

Nucleotide analog interference mapping

All GaS, dGaS, IaS, and N7dGaS modifications were randomly
incorporated into exD123 at a 5% incorporation level by
transcription (Ryder and Strobel 1999). The pool of modified
exD123 molecules was subjected to a trans-branching reaction
with D56 (Chin and Pyle 1995), which represents the selection
step for the NAIM analysis, as described (Boudvillain and Pyle
1998). Specifically, NaS-modified exD123 (1.5 mM) was com-
bined with 59 end-labeled D56 (1–10 nM), in reaction buffer
(0.5 M NH4Cl, 40 mM MOPS at pH 6.0) and heated for 1 min
at 90°C. After cooling at room temperature for 1 min, 0.1 M
MgCl2 was added for a final reaction volume of 12 mL. The
samples were then incubated at 42°C, and reaction time was
adjusted so that the final reaction extent was z20% (reacted/
total). The reaction was stopped by adding an equal volume of
formamide loading buffer, and the samples were loaded on a 5%
denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Branched species were isolated
from the gel, eluted, and ethanol precipitated before sequencing.
For sequencing, precursor and branched species were incubated
with 10 mM I2 in a 6 mL reaction volume for 3 min at 37°C. An
equal volume of urea/sucrose loading buffer was added and the
samples were sequenced by 5% PAGE. All gels were dried
and analyzed on a PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences).
Interference quantitation is performed as previously described

(Ortoleva-Donnelly et al. 1998), and the interference values rep-
resent the average of three independent experiments (error did
not exceed 20%). The interference values were normalized for
loading differences and the reported interference values represent
the average of two independent experiments.
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